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Abstract

Because the modern society urbanization is excessively crowded, the guardian lets the baby participate in the excessively many talent and skill curricula, causes the modern baby to lack the activity space and the movement time generally, many baby body and mind development relative receives the hindrance. On the other hand, the people live busily, the pressure to be heavy now, cause the baby also gradually to receive the tense environment the influence, causes the mood to be anxious, short temper and so on all sorts of symptoms. Therefore, present's kindergarten can appoint the baby movement game teacher, implements the baby movement game curriculum, also expressed that preschool of the home pays great attention the baby movement game curriculum more and more. May discover the baby movement game by this article regarding baby's importance, but the baby movement game teacher in inside, is the acting the inspirational figure, how to interact with the baby, to lead them from the game the movement, and integrates during the life specialized ability, is emphasizing the teacher specialized ability not the interchangeability. Puts forward the proposal in this author. Short-range: Conducts is related workshop of the baby movement game curriculum. Medium-range: Has education of unit the related to additionally build the baby movement game related curriculum and study divides into classes. Long distance: Sets up the baby movement game teacher's professional unit to establish the specialized ability and the teacher study experience standard, and repairs the law to authenticate and the provide specialized license.
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